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Can you help these 
animals find their 
friends? Match sets of 
chips before anyone 
else!

More Details . . .

Playing with More Than 
Two Players
In a three- or four-player game, only 
match the ANIMALS on two cards—the 
background colors don’t matter.

Kids will love the 
finger-puppet 

characters. 

Match hands 
fingertip to fingertip!

Penalty for a False Match:
If you grab the frog when there is no 
match, all other players take back their 
face-up cards and add them to the 
bottom of their stack. Your cards stay 
where they are.



Let’s Play!

Place Little Hopper in the 
center of the table.

All players turn over their 
top cards at the same 
time.

Matching
If you see a match, try to 
grab Little Hopper in the 
center before any other 
player.

The player who grabs 
Little Hopper first collects 
all of the face-up cards 
and adds them to the 
bottom of their stack.

If you collect all the 
cards, you win!

When you turn over the last 
card in your stack: 

If there is no match, then 
take your face-up cards, 
flip them over, and keep 
playing.

If there is a match, grab 
Little Hopper! If you’re not 
the first to grab him, you’re 
out of the game.

Both animals match.

Both background colors match.

The animals and background
colors don’t match.

In a two player game.

Shuffle the cards 
and deal out the entire deck 
to the players, face down.

What’s Included:
• 36 cards

• One Zipperoos plush frog

•  One Little Hopper mini plush

Can you collect all the
animal cards?
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